I’m Losing The Battle

I recently had the opportunity to speak to a large group of emergency physicians. I do this periodically and really enjoy it, especially when it can be combined with me getting some CME and getting some turns in at a world class ski resort. However, it made me a little depressed when I realized just how much more work there is to do out there as far as educating physicians about personal finance and investing.

This was a conference for a state chapter of the American College of Emergency Physicians (ACEP). As regular readers know, I have been writing a column in the throwaway journal (ACEP NOW) for ACEP for over a year. When the emcee for the event introduced me, he asked how many of them had heard of The White Coat Investor. It was less than 2%. Total fail. I’d feel a little better about that if I were speaking to neurosurgeons or endocrinologists, but after 4 years of blogging, a best-selling book, and writing a column in a magazine ALL of the attendees of this particular conference receive every month, they hadn’t even heard of the site, much less learned anything from it.
I really enjoy getting out and meeting random groups of physicians. Interacting with blog readers through emails and comments gives me a very skewed view of doctors...skewed for the better that is. Doctors who find the site are not only at least a little bit educated about this stuff, but also interested. When I speak to random groups at CME conferences, I get a group that is far more typical of physicians. The results aren’t necessarily pretty. They were all very nice and appreciative (wouldn’t you be if this was the first time you heard this stuff?) but hearing about their personal financial issues sometimes brings a tear to my eye. I’m going to discuss the stories I heard from several of them in an effort to educate, but definitely not to poke fun at these docs or make light of their situations. I have changed all the details enough to make them completely anonymous, but not so much that the lessons their stories teach can’t be learned.

Physician # 1 Time to Retire But No Portfolio
This doctor is in his early 60s, still in good health, and enjoying his practice. He makes around $300K a year. However, he mentioned to me that his portfolio was about $350K. That’s right. After 3 decades of work, he has a portfolio approximately 1X his annual salary. When confronted with physicians in this situation, I try to be positive and point out all the great ways they can still improve their financial situation (keep working as long as you can, delay SS to 70, really start saving like crazy, turn any non-income generating assets into income generating assets etc.) And it’s true that it really never is too late to start being smart about your finances. But at the same time, it’s hard for me not to think, deep down inside, that the game has already been lost. This doctor is no longer playing to “win”, but rather to lose by the least amount possible.
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How did he get into this position? Well, in 2008, when he was in his mid 50s, he had an $800K portfolio. Great! That’s a doc who can still win. He’ll probably double his money between 55 and 65, add some more contributions, and retire with a couple million, which combined with SS, will provide quite a nice retirement. However, when the market crashed and his portfolio value dropped to $500K, he got out. Then he decided to take some time off and spent some of that money. Then he apparently never got back into the market. So 9 years later, he has less than half as much money. So many lessons there.

Physician # 2 Too Much House

This is a doctor also in his 60s, married, and planning to retire shortly. He is in a far better financial position than physician # 1. He has a portfolio of around $1.3M and two homes, a $400K main residence and an $800K vacation home that is occasionally rented out, providing about $10K per year in income. Net worth wise, this couple is doing great. A net worth of $2.5 Million should be plenty to provide a reasonably comfortable retirement. However, not in its current form. He
and his wife have been debating selling the 2nd house in order to boost the portfolio. However, his wife wants to keep the vacation house in case the market drops again. She would feel terrible if she sold something they both really enjoy and then lost half the value of it in a market crash. There were several great learning points here:

1) $10K of income on an $800K property is a terrible investment. In fact, it is such a terrible investment, that its investment qualities can essentially be ignored and it can be treated as a consumption item. Is that item a little cheaper than it otherwise would be? Sure. But it’s still a consumption item. Consider that typical maintenance costs on a home are 1-2% of its value every year ($8-16K) and that property tax (1.5% per year in this area) is another $12K.

2) A 1:1 ratio of portfolio to home equity is way too low. I would aim to keep that at 2:1 or better.

3) Real estate markets can drop 25-50% just as easily as the stock market. Rents tend to be more stable than property values, but this isn’t exactly a rental property.

4) Vacation property can be rented very easily. You don’t have to buy it. He could go there for a week every quarter for the
rest of his life and never get anywhere near $800K.

5) People in their 60s probably shouldn’t hold a 100% stock portfolio. A 50/50 portfolio only dropped 18% in 2008.

Again, this couple isn’t in a bad position at all, but they can certainly reallocate their assets in a manner that will likely bring them more happiness, and certainly bring more financial security.

Physician # 3 Young Doc with Big Loans in Financial Toxic Wasteland

I also spoke with a soon to graduate resident with a large debt burden ($300-400K) who is moving to take a job in one of the areas of the country I often describe on the blog as a “financial toxic wasteland” due to a high cost of living, high taxes, and low physician pay. His question was how long he should wait to buy a home as his spouse was pressuring him a bit to buy sooner rather than later. There were two useful learning points from this discussion.

1) This is the wrong question to be asking. The question should be how this couple can get to a net worth of zero as soon as possible. The way to do that is to live like a resident, refinance the student loans, pay them down like crazy, and max out retirement accounts. Hopefully within 5-10 years, the student loans will be gone, they’ll be in their dream house, and they’ll be millionaires. That leaves the details of how to get from here to there, but the key is to live far below their means for a few years after residency.

2) I don’t have a problem with an attending in a stable job buying a house. If he has tons of high interest student loans, it can even make more sense to use their cash to pay down their loans rather than using it for a down payment. That means a “doctor mortgage” (0-10% down but no PMI, just slightly higher rates and/or fees.) Since most docs change
jobs in the first year or two it seems wise to me to wait at least 6-12 months to make sure you love the job and the job loves you before buying that first post-residency house. But there’s no reason you need to wait 2, 3, 5, or even 7 years to buy a house.
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You don’t have to wait until the loans are gone or even until they’re paid down to a certain point. What you do you have to do, however, is live far below your means. So whether you are renting a house or buying a house, it needs to be relatively inexpensive (you know, something you could afford as a resident) so you can redirect that income toward building wealth (paying off student loans and maxing out retirement accounts.) If your future financial plans include a “forever house” or an “attending house,” the time to buy that isn’t 2 months before you graduate from residency with $400K in debt.

Interacting with “real life physicians” rather than those who find their way to a personal finance and investing blog can be very educational for me and for those who frequent this site. We spend far too much time arguing the merits (or lack
thereof) of whole life insurance, backdoor Roth IRAs, and the home office deduction and far too little making sure our colleagues learn the ultra high-yield basics like:

1) Save in your retirement accounts
2) Invest a significant portion of your assets in riskier assets like stocks or investment real estate
3) Don’t sell low in bear markets
4) Don’t hire commissioned salesmen as advisors
5) Don’t buy whole life insurance/annuities etc when you haven’t even maxed out your 401(k) (and probably not even then)
6) Save a significant percentage of your income (15-25% of gross) for retirement starting with your graduation from medical school, or at least residency.
7) If you’re not going to take the time to learn how to do this stuff yourself, hire a competent, low-cost advisor.

What do you think? What have you learned from talking to colleagues with little knowledge/interest in personal finance and investing? How can we get “the message” out to the rest of our colleagues? Comment below!